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ASIA 

EXCLUSIVELY FOR MATTA FAIR 

 

 

Day 1: Arrive Xi’an  
Upon arrival, meet and greet our guide at airport and 

transfer to your hotel for check in. 

Day 2: Xi’an breakfast, lunch, dinner 
Experience a Buddhist pagoda located in southern Xian, Big 

Wild Goose Pagoda square and have fun with the show 

time of musical fountain. Proceed with visit the Northwest 

commerce & trade center (wholesale market). 

Day 3: Xi’an breakfast, lunch & dinner 
Visit the represent one of the oldest, largest and best 

preserved Chinese, Xi’an City Wall. After that, you will 

explore a super large collection of life-size terra cotta 

sculptures in battle formations, Terra-Cotta Warriors and 

Horses Museum. Finally, go to Dong Xin Street Mosque. 

 

 

 

* Valid from March till October 2018 

* All child prices are minimum 2 full paying adult (maximum 

  2 children per room) 

* Child With Bed (2-11 years old): 100% of adult price 

* Child No Bed (2-11 years old): 80% of adult price 

* Infant (0-2 years old) free of charge 

 Exclusions: other items not mentioned 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Day 4: Xi’an breakfast, lunch, dinner 
Late check out from the hotel and we will visit the 

southwest of the Jianfu Temple, Xi’an museum and small 

wild goose pagoda. Next on the list will be the largest 

mosque in China, Great Mosque which is local Muslim 

family always visited. Free for shopping at Muslim Street 

and Defu Alley. Then you will be transferred to airport for 

your returning flight.  

Day 5: Depart Xi’an 
Departure to Kuala Lumpur. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Compulsory Shopping Stop :  

* Silk shop or Terra-Cotta Warriors copy factory 
* A surcharge of USD 20 per person per shop will be preceded for  

duration less than 1 hour’s stay or cancellation on compulsory 
tourism shopping stops   

 * A cost make-up fee of USD 30 per person per day will be    
    preceded for no-show pax during the tour. 
 

Hotel 2 pax 3-5 pax 6-9 pax 
Single 

Supplement 

Yihe Palace or similar 3* RM 1,770 RM 1,470 RM 1,160 RM 380 

5D3N Savour of Xi’an 

from 

RM 1,160 
per person 

Benefits  

 Special MATTA rate 
 Flexible Departure  
 Minimum 2 person to go  
 3 night’s accommodation 
 Halal Meals as per itinerary 
 Daily mineral water 

Includes 

 Sightseeing and transportation 
as itinerary (PRIVATE BASIS) 

 Entrance fees as per itinerary 
 English speaking guides 
 Tipping to guide and driver 

 

Excludes 

 Flight 
 Beverage during meals 
 Travel Insurance 
 Visa fee  (RM 120/ person) 

 
 
 

Get to see some of China's finest national treasures 
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